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My name is Zara Smith and I'm a Mindset coach and Energy healer. I coach
women to shift from exhausted to empowered using NLP, Energy Healing,
Mindset Coaching and I'm a Clair cognizant and sentient. I'm also a GAP
partnership trained advanced and strategic Negotiator for 10 years but committed
in 2018 that I would work to help support the shift to higher consciousness and in
Jan 2020 I officially started my business.

When we're not operating from fear, we're sat more in our authentic nature, and
were more likely to see the opportunities in front of us, find pleasures and
gratitude in things around us,  and adjust the sail of our life plans accordingly and
with more ease and faith, be more accepting that challenge is surmountable and
troubled water can and will pass. We need to learn how to manage our ego more
effectively if were to enjoy life and allow our minds to work proficiently through
challenging circumstances. 

Practicing these 5 steps will help you shift from self preserving to expansive
thinking. Fear creates growth paralysis and its important we learn to how to
overcome this and connect to our authentic self so we can learn who we really
came here to be and be the shift from low consciousness thinking (fear, hatred
etc) to higher consciousness (Unconditional love)

Love & Gratitude Zara x

Hello and Welcome...



Journalling

Gratitude log

Binaraul Guided Meditations

Affirmations

Neuro Linguistic Programming

Powerful morning routine

Your mind is a humble servant and the response it gives you is in equal to

what you feed it. You decide whether you consume positive content or

negative content and your mind will respond to whichever it is fed. 

The Ego is a preservation mechanism, it is not our true self. Yes you heard

that right, that critical voice you've been listening to your whole life isn't

your personality. Your mind is a powerful machine and it is hard wired for

survival, if it distinguishes a threat (regardless if its real or not) it will

activate. The key is for you to know the difference before it takes over and

starts making decisions out of fear on autopilot. This is a time you have to

take back the reigns before your mind creates further chaos by keeping

you small and in situations you don't enjoy - but are considered safe by

your ego but will plummet your personal happiness. 

When you're in prolonged fight or flight, you need self awareness and self

compassion when dealing with the Ego because you'll be feeling triggered

by every little thing and the key is to no project your pent up negative

energy on others. It isn't just trauma, grief or extensive fear, the Ego can

take over without us even realising and that's when we typically need

additional none judgemental support and tools for self healing such as:

You'll also find Reiki and Sound Healing really useful at helping you to

relax deep enough to activate your bodies natural healing mode. This can

be difficult initially if you're used to being mentally active and keeping

busy most of the day.
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Our bodies and energy all respond to Frequency and Vibration. The
Universe operates on vibration and dependant on whether our vibration
is low or high, will influence the type of choices we will make and what
the consequences are of those choices. The universe understands
vibration and will reflect your vibration back to you through
experiences. 

Nature is still one of our greatest medicines. Your body recharges from
being in fresh air, sunlight and having your bare feet on the ground is
scientifically proven to ground your electro-magnetic field with
numerous health benefits. It also creates more energy from movement
so exercise is also key to keep your energy high. Make sure your home
environment is also calm (where possible) with sage, oils, incense, high
vibration music and its clean. Clutter creates stagnant negative energy
so make sure you declutter and clean regulary.

Your energy needs an outlet to release, it is a vessel that can only
contain so much energy and we are in control of how much energy in
our vessel is negative or positive. Negativity will only lower our
vibration, so you can start by using the shamanic medicine wheel to
start pinpointing what is holding your spirit back.

Ensure what you put into your body whether it be food, music or
literature is inspiring and uplifting you. If its not, time for some changes

Speak to yourself as if you were 5 years old with kindness, wisdom and
patience and watch your mood improve vastly. Your inner child is
always listening and you will raise or lower your vibration just by how
you speak to yourself.

2Nuture your inner spirit



As I mentioned your body is an energetic vessel, it is a technologically
advanced machine to house your consciousness or spirit as well as your
physical life support. We're responsible for whether the energy from our body
and actions are positive or negative and that all depends on our individual
mindset and habits. However sometimes our energy can be lower than what
we expect if we've gone through Trauma, Grief or other circumstances that
have caused prolonged sadness,  stress, broken our self love, self worth and
created considerable tension for us mentally and physically. 

Your emotions are energy in motion. You need to identify the lower
consciousness that you exhibit and you then need to replace the low vibration
thoughts, patterns and beliefs for positive ones so it raises your energy higher.
There are numerous ways to shift that negative energy that gets built up and
stuck in your Chakra system.

To raise our vibration we need greater self awareness and to bring our
negative emotions, thoughts, patterns, fears and other low vibe beliefs into the
light. As children we can be taught to deny certain negative parts of ourselves
because they're considered unfavourable behaviour but anger, jealousy and
fear are natural emotions. Those negatively perceived traits of our personality
don't just disappear on command either, we just pack them away in our psyche
pretending they're not part of who we are but they still linger until we
recognise them. 

Its not shameful to experience negative emotion because they are markers that
something in our lives isn't working and to make a change but when we ignore
ourselves, you're not giving yourself a chance to make positive changes to
improve your happiness. In denying our personal reality, it makes us abandon
parts of ourselves meaning these shadow parts of our personality are stuck in
our subconscious and we self sabotage when we don't act in true integrity with
our needs.

3Meeting your Shadow



Raising your vibe is the practice of adopting new behaviours and habits
that make you feel great, happy, blissful, enthusiastic, inspired and driven.

High Vibe activities can range from:

Spending time connecting with loved ones
Spending time in a beautiful or inspiring space
Listening to high vibrational frequency music over 432 Hz
Guided meditations
Being in Nature
Creatively expressing yourself
Singing
Positive Vocal Expression
Networking with your soul tribe
Reading
Writing
Journalling
Channelling
Being by the Sea
Building a vision board and  envisioning your life better
Drinking 2 litres of water daily
Replacing meat protein for plant protein 
Practice Gratitude
Practice Breathwork
Travel and collect memories rather than things
Declutter your house and make sure its clean
Use Crystals on your chakras
Movement
Using Sage or palo santo to clear negative vibes from your enviroment
Cacao ceremony

4Raise your vibe



One of the most important spiritual lessons is to learn to surrender.
Many of us have a fear of the unknown or of failure and we have to
develop trust that the Universe is on our side.  We are not in control,
we are only in control of ourselves. 

The universe is always far more powerful, learn to let go and
surrender what you want with loving intention.

Have faith that the Universe has your back, trust and take aligned
action when you feel called to.

5Surrendering & Letting go



Dear Soul,
You came here to love and live
fiercely. Its your job to fan your

inner flame, so you are ready
to be part of something much

bigger than yourself.

Love always, the Universe
Zara Smith
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2020 is a hugely significant year in spirituality. 2020 is symbolised by
the tarot card 'The Tower'. The tower moment is where things crumble
in order to renew and while the crumbling can be uncomfortable it is
necessary for building foundations on more solid ground, planting new
seeds and bringing about a new way of life. A complete beautiful rebirth
but right now we are in the midst of the labour but we have entered the
age of Aquarius which is in essence the sign of the humanitarian and
the visionary.

The Universe is triggering us heavily right now to help recognise where
to bring our Egos into control and to take responsibility because the
world as we know it, desperately needs more unconditional love,
creativity, innovation, connection and happiness but many of us don't
really know how to operate from that place because we've become so
disconnected from it. We have 7 billion people on this planet yet some
of us spend every day alone. To think we are separate from our  three
homes. Our mind, Our heart and Mother Earth is an illusion and to
maintain the illusion is to press self destruct.

Spirit wants us to realise that the human mind is an immensely
powerful machine that alters reality. Humanity has the power to make
an intangible thought  a tangible reality - we are creators and we can
choose our timeline by the choices we make and we create our reality
through the law of attraction but ALSO the law of vibration.  If our
vibration is high we attract more positivity, success, abundance in to our
lives and things to be grateful for. If our vibration is low we attract
obstacles and painful experiences  If you want to see a switch you need
to heal from all the things that trigger your Ego into fear rather than
being loving.

2020



Keep in touch..
Mindset Coach & Energy Healer 

(Reiki & Sound)
NLP Practitioner

GAP Partnership  Advanced & Strategic
Negotiator +10 Years

Clair Cognizant and sentient
Coaching women from Exhaustion to

Empowerment

Follow on Instagram @IamZaraSmith for
Coaching

@The.Healing.Lounge for Reiki and Sound
Healing
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